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The sixteenth-century Sterkarms are legendary warriors known for their cunning and strengthâ€”but

what will happen when time travel sets them up to battle their counterparts in an epic final clash?

James Windsorâ€”leader of FUP, the twenty-first-century megacorporation that created a tunnel

back to the past called the Time Tubeâ€”has no intention of giving up his plan to pillage resources

from pristine sixteenth-century Scotland. Unfortunately for Windsor, the Sterkarm clan, who will do

anything to protect their lands from invaders, continues to stand in his way. But if Windsorâ€™s

modern-day mercenaries, with their technology, rifles, and rocket launchers, canâ€™t beat the

primitive Sterkarm warriors, who can? And who could possibly understand the wild Scottish moors

and the clanâ€™s brutal ways better than the Sterkarms themselves? Â  When FUP opens up a new

portal, two universes of Sterkarms are pitted against each other, but anthropologist Andrea

Mitchellâ€”originally sent back in time by FUP to study the clanâ€”will risk her life to save Per, the

warrior she loves, and the community she has grown to call home. And when both sets of Sterkarms

become wary of the twenty-first-century â€œElves,â€• who shake on promises of friendship with one

hand and commit murder with the other, they know there is only one way to protect their futures: join

with the Grannams, and with each other, to destroy the tunnel, preventing the Elves from returning

ever again. Â  Perfect for fans of Outlander and Vikings, A Sterkarm Tryst is the epic conclusion to

Susan Priceâ€™s award-winning Sterkarm Trilogy.
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